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SlotsMagic

Why play at SlotsMagic?

SlotsMagic is the new face of Jackpot Party but appears to be much more than just a newly 
redecorated casino site. In addition to the new look, the site now boasts a much bigger selection of 
games, an equally impressive variety of promotional offers and regular bonuses, and 24/7 live 
support.

SlotsMagic Bonuses and Promotions

New members joining SlotsMagic can claim a welcome package of €2,500 in total, consisting of 
bonuses on your first 4 deposits at the site, with 100% up to €1,000 on your first deposit, and 50% 
up to €500 on your subsequent 3 deposits. There are also a number or other bonuses available at 
various points throughout the month. You can check the availability of these bonuses by taking a look 
at the Promotions Calendar, which is also where you'll find details of the other offers available at 
SlotsMagic. Each day features 2-3 different offers that generally reward you for your gameplay. These 
promos can include free cash for slots and non-slots races, cashback offers, extra VIP points on 
certain games, instant wins on Blackjack and Roulette and much more. Extra offers are sent out via 
email so it's worth getting on their mailing list.

Games at SlotsMagic

SlotsMagic has managed to maintain Jackpot Party's loyal following thanks to keeping all the popular 
games and adding a whole host of exciting new ones from a variety of online games developers. 
Members can enjoy a spot of live Roulette, Baccarat or Blackjack in the Live Casino, play up to 25 
simultaneous hands of Video Poker, spin the European, French or American Roulette wheel, play a 
great range of classic casino games and dive into the huge array of slots. One of the site's most 
popular providers is WMS, famous for their offline immersive slots and becoming equally renowned for 
their online offering too. Top games include Wizard of Oz, Bruce Lee, Zeus, Elvis and Super Jackpot 
Party. The new operator's own slots are also big hits with the members, with games such as Hot 
Wheels, Le Chocolatier, Pizza Prize and Moulin Rouge getting a lot of play time. SlotsMagic brings 
members such a large variety of slots that it's easy to find one that suits you, whether that's a classic 
with minimum paylines, a rich progressive jackpot slot, a multi-payline monster or a memorable 
classic remake.


